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REMINDER
LIVE From the Drawing Room
Thursday, May 14, 8 PM, CDT
We have greatly missed being able to share the Museum with the people who
love it and have been working hard to create an experience that would allow us
to do just that.
Allow the stunning interiors of the Driehaus Museum to once again transport
you to another time and place - now, from the comfort of your own living room.
Celebrated local musician Patrick Donley will play a wide-range of selections
from the period on the Driehaus Museum's exquisite Chickering & Sons piano
along with some discussion about the music and the instrument.
From Schubert to Joplin, Donley's joyful playing along with a cocktail
demonstration and curatorial insights will provide plentiful after-dinner

entertainment. It's prime time, Gilded Age-style - we hope you will join us!
SUGGESTED DONATION: $20
RSVP ON FACEBOOK NOW OR
BOOKMARK THE YOUTUBE LINK

FEATURING
A Virtual Toast to the Gilded Age
Next door in the Library, retail strategist
and resident cocktail historian Greg
Shutters will be “mixing it up” and
demonstrating how to make two cocktails
from this wonderful bygone era.
Join us with your own favorite after
dinner beverage or get a head start on
making these nostalgic cocktails, featuring
the small batch distillery and program
partner, FEW Spirits.
DOWNLOAD RECIPES

Curatorial Insights
Curator Catherine Shotick will provide
some little known insights into the
Drawing Room and the important
objects from the Museum's collection
currently on display.
RSVP ON FACEBOOK NOW OR
BOOKMARK THE YOUTUBE LINK

NOTE:
While the concert portion of this event will be performed live, the cocktail and
curatorial segments were previously filmed to allow for social distancing.

Support the Driehaus Museum
Contributions to our 2020 Annual Fund will help sustain us through this
unprecedented disruption of our normal operation and fund supplies required
to adapt the Museum to this new environment.
Thank you on behalf of the entire Driehaus Museum Staff! Every bit helps.

Make a Donation

Donations over $100 will receive the uplifting exhibition catalog Eternal Light:
The Sacred Stained-Glass Windows of Louis Comfort Tiffany.

Become a Member
We miss our community and are excited for the day we are able to reopen our
doors and provide a beautiful and transformative experience to you once again.
Until the Museum reopens, all Memberships, new or renewed, will be valid for
15 months from the date of purchase.
Join or Renew Now

